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Don Murray Interview - Session One 

September 29, 2017 

[00:00:00] 

COLLINGS: Okay, so we’re on – it’s September 29, 2017.  Jane Collings interviewing Don 

Murray in his home.  And why don’t we just start out with the very beginning, where and 

when you were born, and to hear something about your family.  

MURRAY:  Well, I was born in Hollywood, California.  Dad was a dance director at Fox 

Studios.  And I was born in 1929 and brought on the Great Depression. 

COLLINGS:  Yes, that’s what brought it on.   

MURRAY: And the studios temporarily closed because they didn’t know it was going to be 

their big boom years.   

COLLINGS:  Yes. 

MURRAY: The Depression was great for movies. 

COLLINGS:  It really was.  

MURRAY: Because it was cheap entertainment for – for ten cents, you could go and see a 

double feature.  

COLLINGS:  Absolutely.  

MURRAY: So, it boomed.  But they didn’t know it at that time.  And they closed 

temporarily. And my dad had been a stage manager, and of course. He had been a singer and 

dancer on Broadway, but he went back to stage managing.  So I was born in Hollywood but I 
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was actually brought up on Long Island,   a place called East Rockaway, Long Island, about 

18 miles outside of the city.  And my mother also had a theatrical background.  She was a 

Ziegfeld Girl.  And she retired when my older brother was born.  But she was a showgirl and 

singer with Ziegfeld and my dad was also with Ziegfeld as the stage manager.  

COLLINGS:  And were your parents born in the United States? 

MURRAY: They were both born here.  My dad in Manhattan, my mother in Brooklyn. 

COLLINGS:  And what kind of political leanings did they have? 

MURRAY: My dad was Catholic and Democrat.  My mom was Protestant and a Republican. 

COLLINGS:  Oh wow!  That’s interesting.  And did they ever talk about politics at 

home? 

MURRAY: Only in specific subjects when things would come up.  My mother and dad both 

supported my position about war service, but they also supported my brother who was in 

World War II.  He was an officer in the Marine Corps.   

COLLINGS:  Now would your dad have been of draft age during World War I?  

MURRAY:  Yes, but he volunteered. As he likes to say, I served in World War I as a chorus 

girl.  He was drafted and he was a Sergeant at the same time when Irving Berlin, the great 

songwriter wrote a service musical called “Yip Yip Yaphank!”  Yaphank, Long Island, is 

where the training camp was.  And Dad was hired as a singer and dancer for the musical, but  

they didn’t have any girls in the service at that time.  So the handsome guys, if they weren’t 

too tall, which my dad wasn’t -- he was 5’8’.  They had to play girls. Dad said he fought the 

war as a chorus girl.  
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COLLINGS:  So he was never shipped out because he was serving in that capacity? 

MURRAY: Well, no.  No, because he was training and would have been shipped out, but the 

war was over just before they were to send him.  

COLLINGS:   Well, that was lucky for him, I guess.  So they never really talked about 

politics particularly?  They weren’t involved in that way?  

MURRAY: Not party politics, really. Specific things would come up –  

They would talk about it.  Like they were both very much against the execution of the 

Rosenbergs, a husband and wife that were executed as spies. That’s something that they both 

shared.  And my mother wrote a newspaper column including that horrific event. 

COLLINGS:  Oh really? 

MURRAY: So she talked more about politics than my dad did.  Because she was involved in 

politics as a reporter.  

COLLINGS:  Oh?  Once your mother retired from Ziegfeld to have her kids, she 

started working as a reporter? 

MURRAY: She was mainly a mother, but she was also a reporter for the local paper.  

COLLINGS:  Oh, how interesting.  

MURRAY: In East Rockaway, Long Island.  It was a Nassau County paper.  I’m not sure f it 

was Newsday or whether it was a paper that led to Newsday, but it was on Long Island.  

COLLINGS:  Oh.  Okay.  And what was her beat?  
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MURRAY: Well, it was really very, very wide.  Politics and also shows, social things that 

were happening within the community.  Things that would happen like with the PTA and 

other local events, local charities and so on.  

COLLINGS:  So I can imagine that she would have been speaking about that a lot?  

[00:05:15] 

MURRAY: Yes.  I think that my moral teachings came more from my mother than my 

father. For one thing, Dad’s work was on Broadway.  He would go to work about six o’clock, 

and then the show would go on at eight and then be over at eleven.  So he’d get home at 

anywhere between one and two.  And then they’d stay up talking and having coffee of all 

things, until two or three in the morning.  And then he would sleep until 11 or 12, and be up 

while we were off in school. So I  saw my mother a lot more than I saw my father.  

COLLINGS:  Right.  And what about the father in terms of religious training or 

background?   

MURRAY: Well, my dad was Catholic, but my mother was Protestant– And probably 

because the Protestant church was closer, we went to the Protestant church.  Much later in my 

life, there was a “hoodlum priest” -- the movie I made about a real priest.  When -- I said we 

were raised Protestant, he said “Well, how did your mother pull that off?”  And I said, “By 

being gorgeous and a Ziegfeld girl, that’s how she pulled it off.”  

COLLINGS:   So did you know from an early age that you were interested in show 

business? 
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MURRAY: A very early age. My interest in show business began when I was four years old.  

I was in a bathing suit, and a little four-year-old girl, also in her bathing suit, were behind a 

beach umbrella on stage and when they rolled the beach umbrella away, I was kissing her.  

The audience laughed and applauded.  And I thought, “You kiss a pretty girl.  People laugh 

and applaud.  Who would ever want to do anything else with their life?”  So from four years 

old, I knew I wanted to be an actor.  

COLLINGS:  Did your brother go into the industry?  

MURRAY:  No, my brother was a brilliant guy who at the age of 26 was head of a 

government program of weather research … or so we all thought.  

COLLINGS:   How interesting.  

MURRAY: Yeah, but recently it was declassified.  It was actually a part of sending weather 

balloons over the Russian borders with cameras. It was actually a Russian espionage thing.  

Not even his wife knew that.  This was just made clear a couple of years ago. 

COLLINGS:  Oh, that’s fascinating. 

MURRAY: And his wife never found out until a couple of years ago. She went with him on 

all of those balloon launches, but she thought it was just weather balloons.  

COLLINGS:  Interesting.  So you and he were on different paths in that regard. 

MURRAY: We were, but we never got into an argument.  He never resented what I wanted 

to do, even though he was a Marine officer. He went in as an enlisted man, and since he was 

very, very smart, he quickly became a Sargent and then a lieutenant when he –  

COLLINGS:  During the Korean conflict? 
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MURRAY: No, this was at the end of World War II.   

COLLINGS:  He was a bit older -- He was quite a bit older than you? 

MURRAY: Well, he was just two years older than me.  

COLLINGS:  Oh, I see.  

MURRAY:  But he was very young-- when he volunteered for the Marine Corps, seventeen 

or eighteen.  And he was training to be sent overseas, but then when the atom bomb hit, the 

war was over in three days, so that was the end of that. 

COLLINGS:  I see.  What kind of reaction was there in your household with the 

dropping of that bomb? 

MURRAY: There were two reactions.  One is that we were just in awe.  We didn’t 

understand it, but the first thing was a welcoming.  Because in three days, the war was over 

and my brother had been preparing for the invasion –   And the bomb might have saved his 

life.  So that was a feeling of relief.  And then we started to see the destruction that it did, it 

was very, very scary. And then, of course, after those “quote, unquote” brilliant people that 

thought the world would be safer (Added by interviewee:  If they betrayed our bomb secrets 

to the communists the post-war world would be safer, those foolish people thought.) 

COLLINGS:  So you go to college, to train as an actor? 

MURRAY: I went to the American Academy of Dramatic Arts.  

[00:10:17] 

COLLINGS:  Yes.  
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MURRAY: In New York City. And that’s a two year course.   

COLLINGS:  And you go and do a Broadway production? 

MURRAY: Yes.  I was in Tennessee Williams’s The Rose Tattoo.  That was my first 

Broadway experience.  

COLLINGS:  That’s a wonderful debut! 

MURRAY: Oh it was.  I was very fortunate for that.  And, actually, before that, I’d been 

offered movie offers.  At 19, I did a reading for a movie called Lights Out.  And it was to play 

the husband of Ann Francis, who was a summertime neighbor of ours.  She was a child actor 

on radio.  We lived in a place called -- East Rockaway, a summer resort.  But we were there 

all year long, while her family came out only for the summer.  And she was playing the 

leading lady in the film, and I auditioned for her husband.  And they said, “Well, you’re too 

young for the role, but we want to put you under contract for Universal Pictures.”  But it was 

what I call the “slave contract”, where they could put you in any picture they wanted you.  No 

say about what kind of pictures you did, so I turned it down. I started as an usher at CBS for 

$17 a week instead of $150 a week as a movie actor.   

COLLINGS:  Well, so you had a sense, even at that age, of how to be discerning about 

contracts, it sounds like? 

MURRAY: Well, I just knew exactly what I wanted to do.  I only wanted to go into movies.  

I knew that I’d probably, one day, end up in movies, but I wanted to go in like Montgomery 

Clift did.  Not under a long-term contract where they could assign me whatever they wanted.  

I wanted to be able to choose my own movies.  
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COLLINGS:  And very soon you appeared in Bus Stop.   

MURRAY: (Added by interviewee: That was not very soon at all. It was in 1956, when I 

was 26), after my service in Europe.  

COLLINGS:  Okay, all right, so we’re skipping ahead then.  Let’s get the chronology 

straight. 

MURRAY: Yes.  I graduated from the academy in ’48 and I was working as an usher for 

CBS, as I said, for $17 a week.  Then I got into The Rose Tattoo, Tennessee Williams’s play 

on Broadway, which was a big break because it was one of four leading roles, and it won the 

Tony as best play of the season.  I was on Broadway for almost a year, and then we went on a 

country-wide tour for about six months.  So I was in it for a total of about a year and a half.  

And when we played Los Angeles, I was offered contracts by three different studios:  

Universal, and Warner Brothers and one other, I can’t remember who it was, but I turned 

them down again.  They were offering much more money, but it still was what I called a slave 

contract.  I wouldn’t have the opportunity to pick my films so I turned them down again.  And 

then there was no draft at that time. 

COLLINGS:   Right.  

MURRAY: But you had to sign for the draft when you got to be 19. And so there was no 

war and it was not like there could be any war, because we were the only ones--when I was 

19, in ’49-- with the atom bomb.  And then of course when Russia got the atom bomb, that 

emboldened North Korea to attack South Korea.  And that war started.  But, there was no war 

when I was up for the draft.  And you had three choices.  You could go in 1A. That means 

that you were an ordinary soldier, carrying a gun.  You could go in 1AO, which is basically a 
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non-combatant desk job.  Or you could go 1O, which was service of national importance 

under civilian direction. Well, that’s the one I chose, because I didn’t want to do a desk job. I 

wanted to do something  constructive, in a healing capacity.  

Well, then when the war started I happened to be interviewed by a United States 

attorney who wrote a completely false transcript.  There wasn’t a transcript and he created a 

false one, saying that I told him that I didn’t want to go to war because I was offered a movie 

contract, wanted to make movies.  And that of course was the opposite, because I had turned 

down a movie contract.  And what I wanted to do was serve in a healing capacity, (added by 

interviewee: so I volunteered for service in the war zone of Korea with the Red Cross and the 

United Nations Korean reconstruction agency, but I was turned down because I had no 

experience in medicine or construction).  

COLLINGS:  What was your thinking process at the time that you registered for the 

selective service?  

MURRAY: Well, I had become friends with a man named Paton Price.  And a man named 

David Dellinger.  David Dellinger later became one of the famous Chicago 7 that were 

arrested for the anti-war protests against the war in Vietnam. 

COLLINGS:  How did you become friends with them? 

MURRAY: Paton Price was in prison as a conscientious objector with David Dellinger 

during World War II.  And as a matter of fact, they went on a hunger strike and that changed 

the censorship rules (added by interviewee: where prisoners could be killed and no one 

outside the prison would know). They were successful at changing the laws. So he did great 
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things in prison.  Well, a lot of it was a romantic idea that I somehow could do great things.  

So I registered as a 1AO, work of national importance, under civilian direction. 

COLLINGS:  So you were inspired by hearing about this? 

MURRAY: I was inspired by them, yeah.  What they had achieved.  And the teachings of 

Gandhi, and of course, the Bible.  Because I had gone to Sunday school retreats as a teenager, 

where peacemaking was taught. 

COLLINGS:  What would you do on these retreats? 

MURRAY: Well, we would talk about social movements like racial equality, and relief from 

poverty and so on.  That was what I was exposed to when I was a teenager. 

COLLINGS:  So it really made a mark, it sounds like. 

MURRAY: Yes.  But, the US attorney that wrote this report and put me in jail (added by 

interviewee: by writing that I didn’t want to go into military service because I wanted to sign 

a movie contract).  And I was drafted into the Marine Corps. 

COLLINGS:  Oh!  Why? Really? 

MURRAY: Yes.  As a combatant.  

COLLINGS:  Oh, my goodness. 

MURRAY: And I went to the induction center and took the physical and so on.  They lined 

you all up and they read an oath and said, “When you step forward, you’ll be in the Marine 

Corps.”  So I lined up with about 50 guys and 49 stepped forward.  One stepped back.  

COLLINGS:  You stepped back? 
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MURRAY: And the Sergeant said “Step forward, Marine!”  And I said “I’m not a Marine, 

Sergeant!”  And then I was arrested by the FBI.  

COLLINGS:   They actually came in and on the spot, they took custody of you? 

MURRAY: Yes. And it is very interesting because these days, they go and arrest an 80-year- 

old grandmother and they’ll put her in handcuffs.  When they arrested me, I wasn’t put in 

handcuffs.  Two very polite young FBI guys arrested me and took me into the office and they 

asked me a bunch of questions, very, very politely.  And as a matter of fact, they were very 

embarrassed to even be doing it.   

COLLINGS:  Interesting.  

MURRAY: And then a prosecutor, attorney, his name was Joseph Greenberg.   He was very, 

very hostile.  And then as I answered his questions, he completely turned, and he became very 

sympathetic.  

COLLINGS:  Interesting. 

MURRAY: He said “Look.  Why don’t you go into the service-- You don’t have to kill 

anybody.  We’ve got lots of guys to kill people.  Why don’t you go in and you’ll probably be 

in special services as an entertainer because you’ve been on Broadway.”  And I said I don't 

want to be an entertainer.  I want to go in a healing capacity.”  And he ended up refusing to 

prosecute.  But I was sent back to the local draft board and they put me right back in the 1A.  

It started all over again so I would have to go in again and carry a gun, in which case I would 

refuse to go and I’d be put in jail again.  Which by the way, the jail was called the Tombs.  

COLLINGS:   The Tombs?   
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MURRAY: The jail they put us in was called The Tombs.  

COLLINGS:  Right.  

MURRAY: Well, anyway, that’s where I was heading but there was a hearing where you get 

to express your case.   My mother expressed my case.  And she gave a speech that Lincoln 

could have given.  

COLLINGS:   Really?   

MURRAY: And the essence of it was, “Don’t let my son be a do-nothing jailbird.  Let him 

serve in a healing capacity the way he wants to serve, and the way that this good old 

Republican church lady wants him to serve too.”  

COLLINGS:  How about that!   

MURRAY: That was a Republican draft board.  So that was it, the Republican church lady 

saved me from going to prison for five years! So right then-- Then I didn’t wait to be drafted.  

As soon as I was released from prison, I went down and I volunteered for service in Korea, 

first with the Red Cross, and they rejected me because I had no medical training.  I thought 

they’d train me as a medic but, no, they didn’t.  Then I went and I volunteered for a group 

called the United Nations Reconstruction Agency.  But they weren’t hiring anything but 

trained technicians. I had worked for a while as a stonemason and a brick mason, but I was no 

trained technician. 

COLLINGS:  Oh, is that right? 

MURRAY: I wasn’t accepted there, and so I looked for a place to go. And I heard about the 

Church of the Brethren.  I had never heard about the Church of the Brethren before, but 
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somebody-- I think it was a pacifist named Rustin, Bayard Rustin.  He was a black pacifist, a 

famous one.  He suggested the Church of the Brethren, and I volunteered for this Church of 

the Brethren. They didn’t have a mission in Korea.  But they had an opening in rebuilding 

war-torn Germany, which was still half destroyed from the war.  So I went over there and I 

served in Germany for a year, and then I served for a year and a half down in Italy, working 

mostly with refugees down there.  Refugees from iron curtain countries, and even some 

Spanish refugees from Franco’s fascist Spain. And I served there for a year and a half.  My 

service period was up after a year, but I wanted to finish some of these things that I was doing 

with the refugees, so I stayed for an extra six months. Then I came back to the United States, 

expecting to start all over again, like being an extra on television or something.  But instead I 

went right from the boat-- to lunch, and then went right to my first interview.  And it was to 

audition for Thornton Wilder’s The Skin of Our Teeth, with Mary Martin and Helen Hayes, 

which was going to open over in Paris, France. 

COLLINGS:  Great!  Oh, my gosh.  

MURRAY: And then play in Chicago, and Washington and then Broadway.  So that’s what I 

did.  I went right back over there in that play, and Joshua Logan saw me on the Broadway 

stage in The Skin of Our Teeth. It was a very different role I played, the guy who was the 

Nazi, the communist, the world destroyer, the evil one--  Cain from the Bible, he was, 

actually.  And Montgomery Clift played that on Broadway ten years earlier.  And Logan saw 

the play and got the idea that the energy showed in that role would be good for his comedy, 

Bus Stop.  Somehow it didn’t matter that this was a drama, where I was playing the world 

killer and Bus Stop I’d be playing this naïve wild cowboy.   

[00:26:13] 
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COLLINGS:  Right.  

MURRAY: But he screen tested me for it.  All of the time, I was telling Josh, “Josh, I’m not 

right for this part!  I have no idea how to play this crazy cowboy!”  And he said, “Shut up!  

I’ll tell you what you’re right for.”  And by the way, I was very, very skinny, because I had 

gotten very ill in my service overseas, a very serious case of hepatitis and then I had an 

appendix operation without proper anesthetic.  

COLLINGS:  Oh God!  

MURRAY: So I was a physical wreck when I came home and was very skinny.  I don’t 

know why he kept it in his mind that I was right for this part of the muscular rodeo cowboy.  

For the screen test, he made me wear this great big heavy wool jacket with a sheepskin lining 

that made me look bigger, wouldn’t let me take it off. With the heat of the lamps, I took it off 

one time and he said, “Put that back on!”  And I said, “I’m dying of the heat in this!”  He said, 

“Without it you look like you’re already dead!”  So there was this skinny guy who was  

actually sick with pleurisy while I was on Bus Stop.  When I was doing the rodeo sequences 

during the day, I was in the hospital at night getting my lungs drained.  They put a thick 

needle between your ribs and they drain out the liquid in there.  Fortunately, finally, a Dr. 

Siegel, who was the company doctor, suggested a medicine called isoniazid, which cleared it 

up.  By the time I did the love scenes, it was gone, so I could kiss Marilyn Monroe! Because 

of Dr. Siegel, I was able to complete the film.  

COLLINGS:  Yes.  So let’s back up.  You arrive in Germany and what do you see 

there, and how do you participate?  
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MURRAY: After the boat docked in Holland; Rotterdam, we went first to a Brethren project 

in Holland, with a break in the dikes. Areas of Holland were totally flooded and the Brethren 

were working there.  But I didn’t get to work there because I was wanted down in Kassel, 

Germany.  We were building a Brethren headquarters.  And having done some work as a 

bricklayer, I worked on the building of the Brethren headquarters during the week.  And then 

in the weekends, I joined the German sport movement, taking Hitler Youth and teaching them 

democratic principles while competing.   

COLLINGS:  That’s very interesting.   

MURRAY: I did track and field with them.   

COLLINGS:  So how old were these kids?   

MURRAY: They were anywhere from 18 to 25.  

COLLINGS:  Did you have conversations with them? 

MURRAY: Oh, yeah.  I became fluent in German and that was the point, to talk democracy.  

Then there was a German sports teacher who asked me to write a play with him.  In Germany 

there was a saying, “sport ist mort.”  Sport is murder.  During the Nazi years--  And he said it 

was just the opposite of that.  He said sport is for personal enrichment, to better yourself, and 

not so much competition, where you beat somebody else, but do your best and make them do 

their best in order to bring out the best in you.  And so he asked me to write a play called 

Something More (Etwas Mehr), so I wrote this play with him, which was done in German, a 

play of Christian principles in the sport movement. 

[00:31:04]   
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COLLINGS:  And was this a play that these young people acted in? 

MURRAY: Yes, they did.  And we played it at a big hall.  There was standing room only 

with over 1,000 people.  And then I was asked to go to Italy, to work with refugees.  And after 

I left, it played there in Kassel and in other places.   

COLLINGS:  And what was your role when you went to– Was it Naples? 

MURRAY: It was Naples, Italy.  Yeah, I was to, number one, build a boy’s club.  I took 18 

little “skunitzi”, which means ragamuffins, who were breaking the ping pong tables and 

stealing, and built them into a boy’s club of 80, who were not only not stealing, but who did 

odd jobs around the city, and would donate money to Casa Mia, where we were feeding 400 

kids a day.   

COLLINGS:   And where were you living when you were in Naples? 

MURRAY: I was living first at the social center, Casa Mia, which means “my house.”  I was 

living with an Italian named Antonio, and sleeping on cots in the hallway because there were 

no bedrooms there. And after I built my boys’ club it was run by the boys themselves.  They 

elected their own officers and so on.   

COLLINGS:  Wow. 

MURRAY: Then I devoted myself to these refugees who were being held in barbed wire 

camps all around Naples.  And it was terrible because they were fleeing from communist 

governments, in East Germany and Czechoslovakia, some from as far away as China.  And, 

also, there were some refugees from Franco’s Fascist Spain, so anti-Communists and anti-

Nazi refugees were working together.  And I worked with them in the camps, teaching them 
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English, because if they learned English, they had a better chance to emigrate.  And then, a lot 

of them built things by hand.  And I held bazaars to sell them for them. But my main thing 

was to teach them English.   

COLLINGS:  I see, I see.  And you said that your actual appointment ended but that 

you had stayed on.  

MURRAY: Yeah, I stayed on because I wanted to do something about the refugees.  I was 

very, very moved by the situation because they had escaped for freedom and instead they’re 

being held in barbed wire camps, like semi-prisoners.  They could not hold jobs because it 

was against Italian laws, that foreign refugees could not hold jobs. And they couldn’t live 

outside the camps.  They had to stay inside the camps.  And there were guards at the gate and 

they had to have passes to go in and out, and so on.  So they were not living in freedom.  And 

after my 2 year service period was over, I stayed for an extra 6 months, and the main thing I 

did was make dossiers of all the different refugees I worked with, telling their histories. As a 

matter of fact, I wrote, with a German refugee who was living outside the camp, named Fred 

Kassel, who had worked in the German movie industry, a screenplay about refugees, which, 

by the way, was played 4 years later on Playhouse 90 in the United States. 

COLLINGS:  Okay.   

MURRAY: Then the day I left, one of the refugees, an interesting man named Mario Lucina, 

who was very, very hostile, and sat in my classroom just scowling at me, and I thought 

sometimes he was going to actually punch me-- When I was leaving he ran up to me and with 

that same angry look on his face said to me, “You go to America.  You work and be free. I 

stay in this camp.  I cannot work, and I will never be free.”   
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[00:36:31] 

And I made a very rash promise.  I said “Mario, I won’t let you die in this camp.  You 

are going to be free.”   

And then when I got on the boat, I was thinking, “My God, what did I say to Mario?  That 

he’s going to be free?  I’m just a wounded fish in this big pond of America’s big ocean.  I 

don’t know if I can save myself much less these people in the camps that I left behind.”  But, 

anyway, yeah.  That’s what happened, but then I got into the play, Skin of Our Teeth, and after 

that got Bus Stop.  And with Bus Stop, the name of Marilyn created magic opportunities for 

me and the refugees. 

 COLLINGS:  Right.  Of course.  Yes.  

MURRAY: Because everybody was curious about Marilyn. 

COLLINGS:  Yes, yes.  

MURRAY: And, anyway, we finished the film in the summer of ’56, and then when the 

election came in November of ’56, I was asked to go to Hibbing, Minnesota.  

COLLINGS:  Were you only asked to go to that one event or were you doing a lot of 

events? 

MURRAY: Just that one event. It was in a big union hall that had thousands of people and 

Senator Humphrey and Walter Reuther, the head of the AFL-CIO, were making these 

wonderful speeches to these, I think it was, 8,000 miners out there.  And I was supposed to 

just introduce Kefauver. 

COLLINGS:  Right.  
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MURRAY: And as I was listening to Humphrey speak and I was practicing my speech, 

“Ladies and Gentlemen, the next Vice President of the United States, Senator Kefauver.”  

And that’s all I knew.  I was practicing it over and over.  The event organizer came and said 

“Don, Senator Kefauver’s plane is late.  We need you to make a speech to stall for time.”  I 

said, “A speech?  About what?”  He said, “Hollywood, that’s what they want to hear.” I said, 

“How long a speech?”  He said “I’ll let you know.”  So they introduce me as Marilyn’s 

newest “hunk of man”. 

COLLINGS:  Oh, gosh! 

MURRAY: This skinny guy was anything but a hunk.  And I whispered, “How long a 

speech?”  And he said, “Half an hour!” 

COLLINGS:  Oh, gosh! 

MURRAY: Well, I didn’t know enough about Hollywood to speak for 10 minutes.  I didn’t 

even live there.  I married Hope Lange during the making of the film, and we moved back to 

New York, where we both lived.  So I ignored Hollywood and I talked about Brethren service, 

my work with refugees and so on.  Humphreys heard that and said to me afterwards, “Don, 

I’m very fascinated with what you did in Europe. I’d like to get the government behind 

youngsters like yourself and see if we can’t make this a government thing and expand it so 

many more youngsters can do the kind of work you did, around the world.”  And that idea he 

later named the Peace Corps.  That’s how the idea of the Peace Corps took place. It was not 

Senator Kennedy’s initiative.  It was Senator Humphrey’s.   

[00:40:14] 
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Humphreys urged Congress to establish the Peace Corps, but he could never get them 

to do it.  But for four years he worked with me, trying to do this and I did this television show    

For I Have Loved Strangers, about refugees.  And then, with this American social worker 

named Belden Paulson, who preceded me in Naples, we started something called HELP, the 

Homeless European Land Program, where we, Hope Lange and I, put the money for a down 

payment and we bought land in Sardinia and took refugees from the barbed wire camps and 

we built a free community there in a town called Simaxis.  One with a no-camp aspect at all.  

People had their own jobs and their own houses and so on.  We developed that over several 

years and it was very, very difficult to do (added by interviewee: because none of the 

authorities though that refugees who were living on government hand-outs could make it on 

their own).   

One of the big ways to raise money was going to be for the television show on 

Playhouse 90, where they agreed to put up a sign where people could send money. Hope and I 

donated our services.  Our salaries were paid to HELP, the refugee project.  They were 

supposed to have a sign where money could be sent, but a network executive said, “That’s a 

phony political deal.”  Well, Hope and I were a liberal Democrats, but I deliberately got 

people on the other side of the political spectrum, Vice President Nixon, to write a speech, 

and Hedda Hopper read it, about the refugee project in Sardinia. Two conservatives, so it 

would be non-political. 

Well, the executive from the network said, “This is a phony political deal.  And if that 

sign appears where to send money, the stage manager who put it there will be fired.”  They 

tore down the sign.  So nobody knew where to send money and we weren’t able to raise any. 

The executive and we were on the same side politically. But he was ignorant of the facts. 
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COLLINGS:   Well, in organizing that blend, it sounds like you were drawing on your 

background growing up in a mixed Republican-Democratic family.  

MURRAY: Oh yes, yeah, that’s true.  Yeah. Because my mother was for a lot of the 

Democratic things.  She was against the execution of the Rosenbergs and so on.  But anyway, 

we were going to have to close down the project then, the refugees were going to be sent back 

to the camps.  But I remembered that my mother told me that This is Your Life wanted to do 

my life, right after Bus Stop.  And she said, “That’s fine to do it someday, but now is 

premature. You have to wait until he’s developed his career a little bit longer and you have 

more to do it about, so not now.”  So I said, “Well, they can’t do my life because the person 

can’t know that their life is being done.” 

COLLINGS:  Right, right.   

MURRAY:  “But they could do Belden Paulson’s life.”   

COLLINGS:  What a great idea! 

MURRAY: So I went to them and I said, “Look, this is even better.”  Because if you do my 

life, the audience can’t know who’s going to be on the air.  But you can advertise Hope and I 

are going to be on the air for this person, who will not know it’s going to be his life.   

COLLINGS:  Right.  

MURRAY: So with great, great, luck and considerable work, we secretly brought Belden 

over from Sardinia from the project, without him knowing that they were going to do his life.  

And the next day, they brought his wife over.  Then they brought all these other people from 

his life. 
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And one of the guys that came home was the Deputy High Commissioner for Refugees!  And 

I said to Belden, “Yeah, we’re going to be talking to a producer and he might help us with our 

project.”  And I lead him into this room where Ralph Edwards said – 

COLLINGS:  Ralph Edwards, of course.   

MURRAY: He said, “Belden Paulson.  This is your life!”   

And then they did an appeal.  And we made-- We needed $40,000 to pay off our land 

and we raised $90,000! So we not only paid for the land but we also paid for the first houses.   

COLLINGS:   Oh, that’s terrific!   

 I wanted to just ask you, going back to what you were saying about your speech to the 

miners, how was that received at the time?  Humphrey was excited about the idea, but now we 

think of so much of America not being interested in nation-building and helping others 

abroad.  How was your speech received?  

MURRAY: Well, the Democratic Party at that time ‒ Had a great social conscience.  

COLLINGS:  So the audience itself –  

MURRAY: They were very receptive to my speech.  They ended up by cheering and 

clapping and so on.  And, it was funny– Right in the middle of the speech,a guy in the 

audience shouted, “What’s it like to kiss Marilyn Monroe?”   

 And I said, “That’s right in line with the theme of what I’m speaking about today.  Non-

violent action!”   

COLLINGS:  And, they were sympathetic to the idea of conscientious objection? 
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MURRAY: Everything I was doing.  Because they realized that what I did in the war was 

not to sit on my butt, you know, but did something constructive.  So they were in accord with 

that.   

COLLINGS:  How did the establishing the HELP project play out?  You put a down 

payment on the land and did you go over there? 

MURRAY: Oh, yeah, many times. And Belden Paulson agreed to direct the project while I 

raised the money. It was amazing because he was working on a doctorate and he just had a 

new baby.  And somehow I convinced him to head up the program and move to Sardinia with 

his wife and baby. Over the course of the five years it took before our refugee free community 

became self-supporting, I went over there nine or ten times.   

COLLINGS:  And how did they organize the society within the program?   

MURRAY: Well, he was very smart.  First, he organized a committee, and he put the 

Communist mayor of the town of Simaxis on his committee and the Catholic priest-- The 

Catholics were very worried about the refugees trying to marry people and change their 

religion.  But most of them married the Italian girls and became Catholic themselves. One 

refugee who remained a Muslim had his wife become Muslim—but she was the only one, so 

we never got any trouble from that one and only conversion. 

COLLINGS:  And where were the refugees from?  

MURRAY: (Added by interviewee: All over Communist-held Europe.) the largest group 

were from Yugoslavia. 

COLLINGS:  And they were predominantly Muslim, you were saying? 
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MURRAY: A lot of them were Muslim.  I would say, about a third were Muslim.  And the 

preponderance of the others, were more Catholics with a few Protestants.   

COLLINGS:  Sure.  Yeah.  

MURRAY: And there were also the ones who were anti-Franco from Spain. It was very 

interesting because the authorities thought that the anti-Communist refugees and the anti-

Fascist refugees would fight. But no, they got along perfectly. Because to them, the enemy 

was the camp, being kept in the camp.  So they didn’t care much about what your politics 

were. 

COLLINGS:  And how were people selected to come from the camp? 

[00:50:47] 

MURRAY: Well, we wanted to select people that were rejected for emigration.  

COLLINGS:  Okay.  

MURRAY: But they also had to be able bodied enough to do this very hard work, physical 

labor of planting their crops and building the houses.  So the first three that we picked were a 

man named Rubal from Czechoslovakia, and another man named Nyc, I think Nyc was from 

Hungary, and Tony.  Tony was an anti-fascist from Franco Spain.  Those were the first three 

refugees.  And they went over with a Brethren volunteer named Kreider.  And they lived on 

the property in a shepherd’s hut which had no running water at all. They had to use an 

outhouse, and bathe in the river that ran through the property.  And then when we earned 

enough money on This is Your Life, they moved into the first house together and then they 

built other houses, and planted an artichoke crop, and a Brethren farmer named Harold 
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Armstrong knew so much about advanced farming that we had the best artichoke crop on the 

island! 

COLLINGS:  Wow.  

MURRAY: And we sold those artichokes, and expanded from the artichokes and expanded 

to having chickens, and the chick incubators were given to us by Brethren Service.  And with 

Brethren volunteers helping them, our community in Simaxis, Sardinia, became the most 

successful farming community on the island.  When I went back recently with my three sons, 

they surprised me with a celebration back there.  

COLLINGS:  How great! 

MURRAY: It was incredible.  Three days of singing and dancing, and they wouldn’t let us 

pay for anything. My three sons and I were put up in a hotel, fed us, and entertained.  

COLLINGS:  So the community is still ongoing.  

MURRAY: Yeah. It’s still there, (added by interviewee: and some refugees are driving 

BMW’s). 

COLLINGS:  That’s remarkable!   

MURRAY: Yeah, and Simaxis has a mayor who is a wonderful, socially minded man, 

named Cossu, Francesco Cossu. He’s one that invited my sons and me over there.  It was 

three years ago.  But, anyway, the head of agriculture from the Italian government, in an area 

called a Oristano, in Simaxis, said that they learned from our farm methods  and 

revolutionized the whole agricultural industry of central Sardinia.  So what we did there was 

not just helping these refugees, but all of Sardinia. So that was the marvelous thing.  
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COLLINGS:  Yes, indeed. 

MURRAY: They wanted Belden Paulson to come to the celebration, but he didn’t want to 

travel.  But the name of the community was Agencia Agricola Don Murray, that was its 

official name.   

We had to get the Italian government to change its law and allow these refugees to work 

and live.   

COLLINGS:  I see.  Yes, yeah. 

MURRAY: And, this is where Marilyn came in, the name of Marilyn Monroe, helped open 

doors.  

COLLINGS:  Really? 

MURRAY: And I had to get the Italian ambassador, in Ireland, where I was doing the 

movie, Shake Hands with the Devil, with James Cagney and Richard Harris, and the Irish 

Supreme Court, to recognize the signatures of Hope and myself and to sign off on allowing 

these refugees to work and live as refugees. 

[00:55:47] 

COLLINGS:  And how did you go about doing that? 

MURRAY: Now at this time, Cagney opened doors.  

COLLINGS:  Oh really? 

MURRAY: Because the Irish practically worshiped James Cagney.  So that really opened 

doors there.  
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COLLINGS:  I have a picture of you in Italy with-- Who is this? 

MURRAY: Oh, that is Dr. Malfettani.  He is the head of the Italian cooperatives. And we set 

up our project as a cooperative and didn’t have to pay any taxes. And they helped by sending 

us farm machinery.  

COLLINGS:  Right.  And you said Marilyn Monroe opened a lot of doors.  

MURRAY: Oh, yeah.  I’d go into an office and to talk about the refugees in Rome.  And the 

guys would go on an on about Marylin and Bus Stop!  They’d say, “What was it like to kiss 

Marilyn?”  And I’d have to keep on getting them back to the refugees.  Anyway, they called 

our free community Agencia Agricola Don Murray,  but when they brought me back to 

Simaxis, I said, “I will come if you will do one thing.You have to change the name of the 

agency to Agencia Agricola Paulson Murray.”  Because he was the one that worked with the 

refugees in Sardinia while I raised the money in the U.S.  

COLLINGS:  Right.  

MURRAY: So he really did more for the refugees than I did.     

COLLINGS:  It sounds like one thing really couldn’t have happened without the other.   

MURRAY: But, anyway, that’s what it’s called now, Agencia Agricola Paulson Murray. 

COLLINGS:  What an achievement! 

MURRAY: It was just something, as I said, the Peace Corps, that community, it all 

happened by accident.  It wouldn’t have happened if Kefauver’s plane wasn’t late.  

COLLINGS:  Do you really think so? 
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MURRAY: Oh, sure.  Well, because how else would I have made a speech about the 

refugees? How would I have met Humphrey and how would he have gotten the idea for the 

Peace Corps?   

COLLINGS:  Right.  Isn’t that funny? 

MURRAY: Yeah.  

[recording interrupted] 

COLLINGS:  And so, 1957, A Hatful of Rain.   

MURRAY: Actually, first I did a movie called From Hell to Texas, which was about an 

expert rifleman who had accidentally killed someone who had pulled a knife on him in a fight.  

He killed him with a punch that knocked him out.  And his family was on a vendetta, chasing 

him all over the United States, “from hell to Texas”, all over the West, they were chasing him.  

This family was trying to kill him.  And he was trying to avoid killing them, because he was 

actually a pacifist, although a great rifleman. At one point, he shot some rocks that made a 

boulder fall over, to block their way.   But instead of blocking their way, it fell on top of one 

of the guys, and killed him, so he’s trying not to kill anybody and people keep dying.  There’s 

a stampede, and another guy’s killed. A stampede that he had to start to save himself.  

[01:01:05] 

COLLINGS:  And is that why you agreed to be in the film? 

MURRAY: That’s why I wanted to do the film. Exactly.  I wouldn’t be in a standard 

western.  And A Hatful of Rain, the important thing about A Hatful of Rain was that it showed 

that drug addiction was not just a ghetto problem, but that middle-class America was getting 
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addicted.  Especially someone like myself, who was getting morphine for war wounds, I 

became addicted to it.   

COLLINGS:  They also presented the idea of addiction as a disease. Which was very, 

very early on.  

MURRAY: Right, and should be treated like a disease, and not with incarceration.  But with 

medicine.  And this fit into what I called my weapons of mass instruction.  

COLLINGS:  Really, you called it that?   

MURRAY: Yes.  Weapons of mass instruction (added by interviewee: is what I called films 

throwing light on a societal problem).  

COLLINGS:  Yes.  Well, it’s really clear from the writing that you’ve done.  I mean 

the Playhouse 90, For I Have Loved Strangers.  Was that the one you were referring to?  

MURRAY: Yes, that was definitely a weapon of mass instruction.   

COLLINGS:  And what is the story of that? 

MURRAY: That was really autobiographical in a way.  But instead of an actor, I made the 

fellow a football player.  He’s a football player that goes and works with refugees and marries 

a refugee and then can’t get her back to America.  So it ends up, actually, a tragedy.  

COLLINGS:  I see.  

MURRAY: So it was a fictionalized version of what I was doing in the camps. 

COLLINGS:  Do you have any idea how that particular Playhouse 90 was received?  
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MURRAY: Oh, yeah.  As a matter of fact, what I’ll do, is I’ll give you a review in the 

Saturday Review of Literature.   

COLLINGS:  Okay.  

MURRAY: They gave it a wonderful review.  And said it’s a shame that CBS took down 

that sign, they said, noting where donations to HELP could be sent, because it’s no self-

serving political thing, this was really something that was honest and important.  And so it 

was a great review, praising the show but also praising the significance behind it.  

COLLINGS:  Yes.  So that was 1957?  

MURRAY: Yes.  

COLLINGS:  And then The Hoodlum Priest was written by you?  It was another one of 

your weapons of mass instruction?   

MURRAY: Yes, The Hoodlum Priest.  

COLLINGS:  1961.  

MURRAY: 1961.  What happened is that I bought out of my contract from Fox (added by 

interviewee: in order to do it as an independent production for United Artists).  

COLLINGS:  Oh, you did have a contract at this time? 

MURRAY: Yeah, but it was not a slave contract.  It was a contract with two pictures a year 

for six years.  And I was able to do one picture every two years, outside of my Fox contract 

for other studios. And they had no part that film.  They didn’t get paid from it or anything like 

that under my Fox contract.  I had time to act in another movie, but I couldn’t write or 

produce another film, and still be with Fox.  So I bought out of my contract with Fox.  And I 
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put up some of the money for The Hoodlum Priest, as a matter of fact. It was the story of a 

real priest in St. Louis, who devoted his life to helping ex-cons go straight when they got out 

of prison, finding them a place to live and also finding them jobs. Father Clark created this 

concept called a halfway house,that he built in St. Louis, and that’s why he wanted to do the 

film.  He wanted to get money to build this house in St. Louis, the halfway house.  And that’s 

what we did.  The halfway house was built with money from the movie. 

COLLINGS:  And how did his work come to your attention? 

MURRAY: I was at a screening of Shake Hands with the Devil, the film I did in Ireland with 

James Cagney.  And this priest came in and sat next to me.  And nudged me with his elbow, 

he said “Hey kid, I ain’t no square piece, ya see?”  He talked like this hoodlum!  And I said, 

“Father, I haven’t seen this film, but I’m fascinated and want to talk to you.  Please come to 

my hotel tomorrow.”  So he came to my hotel and told me about his life, getting prisoners 

away from crime and so on.   

[01:05:54] 

COLLINGS:  I see. Yes. 

MURRAY: And he said, “I want you to do a TV show so I can raise some scratch.”  

COLLINGS:  Raise some scratch.  

MURRAY: Raise some scratch for this halfway house.  And I said, “Well, I think we can 

even get this as a movie for theaters, it’s so unusual.”  And I took it to United Artists, who 

were the financiers of Shake Hands with the Devil.  They were the financing and releasing 

company. And actually, Marlon Brando’s company produced Shake Hands with the Devil for 
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United Artists. And I met Brando, an interesting guy, (added by interviewee: who kidded with 

me that I’m so tall I’d have to stand in a hole to act with Cagney). And, anyway, I got the idea 

of making this movie, and I went to Max Youngstein, the head of United Artists and I gave 

him these newspaper articles about the “hoodlum priest”.  He said “Oh, Hoodlum Priest is a 

great title.  I’ll give you money to have a screenplay written and if I like that, we’ll make the 

movie.  So we hired a writer to write a screenplay.  And he came back with a screenplay that 

was just this totally square priest, nothing like this hoodlum priest at all.  It was almost like, 

“Now, be a good boy and don’t steal.” You know, it was just such a cliché.  

 By this time we had hired Haskell Wexler as cinematographer.  And then through him, 

we hired the director, Irvin Kershner.  And then Walter Wood, my producing partner, was an 

advertising executive with Cunningham and Walsh Advertising. And he quit his job, which I 

said he was crazy to do to join me.  But, anyway, we produced it together, and when Walter 

read the screenplay and Kershner read the screenplay, and they both said “Oh my God, this is 

terrible.”  And Walter said, “Well, let’s go back and ask them for more money to hire another 

writer.”  And Kershner said, “Well, I got a very interesting script about gangsters.  Let’s get 

United Artists to do it instead.”  I said, “Wait a minute, we never made a movie--and we go 

back to them--and say, “Sorry we struck out on the script.  Give us some more money and 

we’ll get another written.”   I said, “They’re going to throw us out on our necks.”  And, 

“Walter, we go and say, ‘Buy our oranges, they’re the greatest oranges in the world,’ and then 

go back and say ‘Sorry, our oranges are rotten, buy these peaches.’  They’re going to throw us 

out.”   

Walter said, “So what are you going to do?”  I said, “Well, I wrote For the Love of 

Strangers for T.V., so why can’t I write a screenplay?”  So I rented a little joint on the beach, 
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a place a kitchenette had a hotplate--and I bought a lot of food, and I stayed there for three 

days, and wrote, like, 75 pages. Then I went back to where I was living in Walter’s house.  

And in another three days, six days all together, I finished a one hundred and fifty page script.   

Then we hired a wonderful writer and a wonderful man, Christopher Knopf, who was 

a former head of the Writers Guild to do a polish on it. He refused to take credit for it, but he 

did an excellent polish.  And United Artists gave us the money to do it.  The budget was 

ridiculously low.  First, it was $280,000.  And then after they saw some of the film, they 

raised it to $350,000.  But it ended up costing $500,000.  So they were really annoyed with us.  

When we finished the film and handed it to them, Max Youngstein says, “You guys are 

washed up in this business.  You’ll never produce another movie.  Don, you’re good as an 

actor but you’ll never produce anything, and Walter, you better go back to advertising 

because you guys are finished.  You know, you’re going over budget like this for a little 

film.” 

[01:10:26] 

They had just seen a rough cut without the music, without sound effects, and when we 

finished the film.  And we’re showing it in New York and United Artists executives are in a 

screening room and Walter and I are pacing outside.  And Walter said, “Oh, God, I hope that 

they realize there’s production value in the film so they don’t think that we stole their 

money.”  And I said, “Well, I hope the film is good enough to open as second half of a double 

feature somewhere and maybe they can get their money back on television.” The door opens 

and they come out of the screening room.  First one out is Bill Heinemann, the head of sales – 

I think he was an ex-football player.  Great big guy--he was crying.  
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COLLINGS:  Oh, my gosh.  

MURRAY: And he led us into his office and he sent out a telegram to all of his salesmen 

saying, “This is one of the greatest bombshells United Artists has ever made. I’m aware we’ve 

made some of the biggest films ever made in our industry. This stands up to all of them.  This 

is something of absolutely greatness. Get behind this.”  And then the reviews came out and 

they were incredible.  I’ll never forget the one that I really loved–he didn’t put his name on it, 

but what he wrote was such a beautiful piece of writing, the critic for Time magazine.  He 

wrote “This was an illusion of immortality.” That’s what he called it. We were just 

flabbergasted because we didn’t know anything like this was going to happen.  So then we 

were offered a ten-picture production deal by United Artists.  

COLLINGS:  And why did the writer not-- who did the polish--not put his name on it? 

MURRAY: He’s just a very generous guy, Christopher Knopf.   He’s a close friend of mine 

now and he just felt he didn’t do enough.  

COLLINGS:  Oh, I see.  

MURRAY: But we had to put the other author’s name on the film.  The Writers Guild made 

us put his name on it.  We used some of the dialogue in just one scene where -- the boy’s 

questioned for stealing, but we didn’t use anything he wrote about the priest at all.  

COLLINGS:  No, I was just wondering if maybe there was some political content, that 

he didn’t want to have his name attached to or something like that.  

MURRAY: Oh, no.  No, no.  It was very generous of him to not ask for a credit.  
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COLLINGS:  And what were you drawing on when you were in that place alone, 

writing this thing. 

MURRAY: Well, the refugees.  The refugees were living like prisoners. You know?  And 

that’s what I drew from.  This priest and his devotion to his ex-cons.  That was like my 

devotion to the refugees 

 [1:13:30]   

COLLINGS:  Sure, sure.   

MURRAY: And of course I had my own day as a prisoner in The Tombs. 

COLLINGS:  Yes, that’s true.  

MURRAY: So I had a little bit of feeling for that.  You know, when you get locked up in a 

place called The Tombs, you have a little bit different perspective than people who’ve never 

experienced anything like that.  

COLLINGS:  And you don’t know what’s next.   

MURRAY: Yeah.  I didn’t know what’s next only that I was facing as much as five years in 

prison actually.   

COLLINGS:  Really? 

MURRAY: Oh yeah, yeah. 

COLLINGS:  So that was a very important step in your trajectory.   

MURRAY: Yes, a very important speech (added by interviewee:  that my mother made to 

the direct board, which really set me free). 
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COLLINGS:  Yes, definitely.  So, do you think that your political views are a through 

line for your entire career in terms of the writing, but also in terms of the performances?  

MURRAY: Yes very, very much so.  It was all of that.  I think everything I’ve done, 

including my artistic work and the social work I’ve done, to me, I look at it like a wheel.  And 

the axel for the wheel is Brethren Service.  And everything before that led to Brethren Service 

and after Brethren Service, everything came out from Brethren Service.  

COLLINGS:  Really? 

MURRAY: Yeah, I think it’s like that.  

COLLINGS:  So that’s always the touchstone that you go back to?   

MURRAY: It is, yes.  

COLLINGS:  And I think that somewhere you said that your two most important 

performance were, let’s see, Bus Stop and what would the other one be? 

MURRAY: The Hoodlum Priest. 

COLLINGS:  The Hoodlum Priest then, yes, that those were the two--  

MURRAY: Yes, because Bus Stop introduced me to movies.  And working with Marilyn 

Monroe, which was, you know--  Everything else happened because I worked with Marilyn 

Monroe. And The Hoodlum Priest -- Because I did The Hoodlum Priest at the time when my 

career wasn’t going well.  

COLLINGS:  Oh it was not? 
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MURRAY: Yeah, and I got Advise and Consent after this. And then the television series all 

came out of The Hoodlum Priest.  So that’s the importance of these two films.  

COLLINGS:  Oh, I see.  So they were both catalysts in that regard. 

MURRAY: Oh, yeah.  And I have to give Josh Logan credit for the beginning of my career, 

because I had no idea how to play that wild cowboy.  Because I’d already played parts like 

Montgomery Clift, those sensitive parts. Not this wild extrovert.  I just did what Josh said.  

Even some of the readings, like when I ordered hamburgers, and I say, “Hamburgers raw and 

a piece of pie.   Hamburgers raw, a piece of pie.”  

[01:16:23]  

He said, (added by interviewee:  “Say a piece of pie like a warning not to forget it”).  So that’s 

what I did.  You know, I was nominated for an Oscar (added by interviewee: for a 

performance that was less mine than Josh Logan’s). 

I was doing A Hatful of Rain and the publicist from Fox came and said, 

“Congratulations!”  I said, “For what?”  He said, “For you’re Oscar nomination!  You didn’t 

know?”  I said, “No!”  He said, “Isn’t that amazing?”  And I laughed and  said, “Why?  

Because I was so lousy?”  And he said, “No, because nobody was pushing for you!”   

I said, “What do you mean by pushing?”  He said, “We weren’t pushing Bus Stop.  We were 

pushing The King and I and Anastasia.”  Which, of course, both won.  He said, “So your 

nomination is totally spontaneous because I didn’t take out any ads either.”   
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I said, “Well, is that so unusual?”  “Unusual?” he said. “It’s almost unheard of!”  Anyway, 

that’s how that happened.  I didn’t take out any ads to win it either because  I didn’t want to 

get involved with that process of thinking about whether I got an Oscar or not.  

COLLINGS:  Yes.  And you did quite a bit of TV.  You were in Bonanza on multiple 

occasions?  

MURRAY: No, I was not on Bonanza.  I did a western series that was called The Outcasts. 

COLLINGS:  Oh, The Outcasts, I’m sorry. 

MURRAY: Which was about a black and a white cowboy.   

COLLINGS:  That’s what I wanted to ask about. 

MURRAY: And I did it just because of the black cowboy.  

COLLINGS:   Right.  And how did that project come to you?  

MURRAY: In a very unusual way.  I was often offered television series, but I always turned 

them down.  

MS. JIACALONE:  Why would you turn them down? 

MURRAY: Because I didn’t want to be stuck doing the same role over and over again.  

But and Screen Gems, which was the television arm of Columbia Pictures, came to me and 

they said, “We have three scripts.  ABC Television said they will put whichever one of these 

scripts that you pick on the air.  No pilot.  It will be guaranteed on the air for a year. And 

you’ll be paid very well for them.”   
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One script was the obvious one to do because it was a real starring role, a cowboy 

series called The Professionals, from a movie that Burt Lancaster played the lead in.  I’d have 

the Burt Lancaster role.  That was the obvious one they expected me to choose.  Then the 

other one was about how United States has become conquered by the communists, and it’s 

about an underground against the communists.  And something like that was made for 

television, recently. 

COLLINGS:  Right.  

MURRAY: But, anyway, that one was about a black and a white cowboy, former slave and 

former slave owner, stuck in my mind. When I was a kid, I just loved cowboy movies.  I 

loved playing that I was a cowboy like Tom Mix and Ken Maynard. But black kids, just don’t 

have any black cowboys that they can imagine themselves to be.  He could be the second lead, 

could be Tonto, but he can’t be Lone Ranger.  I said, “Here’s this part where the black guy is 

equal to the white guy. So that’s the one I want to do.”   

COLLINGS:  And what kinds of stories were told during The Outcasts that you recall?  

MURRAY: All the stories had a social conscience.  All about everything from pacifist 

themes, to, most importantly, the racial theme. It wasn’t like I Spy, where two guys were 

buddies. Our guys never got to be buddies, but found it to their advantage to work together 

and they came to respect each other.  And that’s what was the important thing in the picture,  

that you don’t have to love people but you can respect people and that’s what the theme was. 

[01:21:07] 

COLLINGS:  Not a lot of television in that era had that deep of a theme.  What was it 

that you said about your work?  Something about teaching?  
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MURRAY: Weapons of mass instruction. 

COLLINGS:  Weapons of mass instruction.  That, I think, is a good way of describing 

the best television of that era. 

MURRAY: Yes, it was.  It was a great social conscience.  

COLLINGS:  And you could also describe some of the films of the thirties-- People 

call it the time of the Hollywood social problem film.  Were you watching those films when 

you were growing up?  

MURRAY: Yeah, I loved those movies, and the best of all was All Quiet on the Western 

Front. 

COLLINGS:  Oh, right, of course.  

MURRAY: That had a terrific influence on me.  Lew Ayres had a big influence on me.  

COLLINGS:  Really? 

MURRAY: And I really loved doing Advise and Consent because I was working with Lew 

Ayres. 

COLLINGS:  That makes a lot of sense.  And then you also did the film, Deadly Hero, 

1976? 

MURRAY: I thought that there was a real lesson in that movie because here was a guy who 

had saved the girl’s life, but killing her assailant wasn’t necessary. Probably the world was a 

better off place for that guy being dead, because he was obviously a very violent guy.   

1:22:42 
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COLLINGS:  Because your cop killed the bad guy not in self-defense.  

MURRAY: No.  He didn’t have to kill him.  

COLLINGS:  He just reached out and killed him.  

MURRAY: He really executed him.  

COLLINGS:  He executed him.  Yes.  

MURRAY: He really did.  The cop had to be stopped because a guy that gets away with that 

once, he’s liable to keep doing it.  Maybe if I could be sure, morally speaking, if I could be 

sure that’s the only guy he’d ever kill, I’d say, “Oh, okay.  He saved the girl’s life.  Let it go.”  

But I don’t think so, because it’s like when people get away with something, you know, they 

tend to keep doing it.  

COLLINGS:  I wonder if that film influenced Taxi Driver in any way?   

MURRAY: Oh, (added by interviewee: I’d like to think that but the films were exactly 

coinciding, both in 1976). 

COLLINGS:  Yeah, there’s an interesting parallel there.  So what happens when you 

would get a script and you would read through it and you would make a decision about 

whether you wanted to be in it or not? 

MURRAY: Well, the first thing is artistic consideration.  Is this artistically a good film?  

Then there is a social concern.  Is this a constructive theme, or is it a destructive theme?  

Those are the two issues.   Another very strong thing is, when I did a film, in the next film, I 

wanted to do the opposite type of a role.  I didn’t ever want to be type-casted.  And that was 

the reason--  You know, we always look at the moments where you did something that 
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propelled and made your career?  And you refused something that hurt your career, by your 

refusal?  I was offered Cat on a Hot Tin Roof before it was offered to Paul Newman.   

COLLINGS:  Oh, wow.  

MURRAY: And my film most notable at the time was A Hatful of Rain. 

COLLINGS:  A Hatful of Rain, yeah. 

MURRAY: And my role was this inhibited, introverted guy who was a dope addict.   

COLLINGS:  Johnny? 

MURRAY: Johnny.  So I would have liked to have done the role of the alcoholic husband in 

Cat on a Hot Tin Roof if it was a couple of films down the road, but not to follow the dope 

addict. I turned it down, and my agent was very angry about it.  And I took a lot of harsh 

criticism for turning it down. 

COLLINGS:  So what it means is that when audiences would come to one of your 

films, they wouldn’t know in advance what your character’s motivation really is? 

MURRAY: Exactly.  And this is what my agent, who was Bert Allenberg,  the number two 

man at William Morris said, “Don, you want to be a movie star, you’ve got to establish a 

character that the audience can depend on.”  Everybody goes to see John Wayne and they 

know they’re going to see this heroic figure.  

COLLINGS:  Yes, there’s a persona that’s developed.  

MURRAY: Right.  People go to see a Montgomery Clift film.  They know there’s going to 

be this sensitive guy.  He said, “You started as the John Wayne type of guy.  In Bus Stop, you 

were an extroverted character, and a bigger than life character.”  He said, “But then you 
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changed and went the other direction with A Hatful of Rain.”  He said, “You did that so 

successfully that now you are that character to the industry.  You’ve got to do the 

Montgomery Clift kind of movies.  That’s what you are.  That’s your stardom.”   

[01:26:36] 

And I said, “I don’t want to do Don Murray roles.  I don’t want there to be any such thing as a 

Don Murray role.  I always want to do the opposite.”  He said, “Well, if you want to do that, 

go back to Broadway, where acting is appreciated.  If you want to be a movie star, you do Cat 

on a Hot Tin Roof.  Because it’s not the acting that they want, it’s the personality.  And this 

will establish you as this personality that you can live a career on.” And I said, “Well, that’s 

not what I want to do.”  

COLLINGS:  Well, it’s interesting because it’s precisely in the 60s and 70s where 

characters are playing against type, where you have the breaking down of this idea of the 

handsome movie star as this perfect person with a perfect life.  

MURRAY: Yeah.  Even like, look at Marty.  Marty is a romantic lead in a movie played by 

Ernest Borgnine.   

COLLINGS:  Yes.  And actually your work with David Lynch, I think –  

MURRAY: Oh, that’s my lasting -- wow, wow –  

COLLINGS:  - carries that idea to this –  

MURRAY: What a piece of luck that was for me!  Boy, I have to -- I have to thank the 

casting directors too.  Joanna Ray and Krista Husar.  I thank them because they were the one 

that when Lynch was doing it-- Odd thing was it’s Bushnell -- Bushnell Mullins, ex-boxer, 
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who was 48 years old.  You know, because I’m 87 at this time.  But they suggested me.  

When Lynch said to Arthur, Joanna and Krista -- “Well, what would Don Murray play in this?  

I like Don Murray’s work.” And he said, “Well, Bushnell.  Bushnell, of course!”   Well, 

actually, the funny thing was that I had trained as a boxer for six years.  

COLLINGS:  Oh really? 

MURRAY: And he was an amateur boxer, Bushnell, when he was, growing up.  And he said 

“I punched up!”  That means he fought in a heavier weight class than his own.  And that’s 

what I did.  Because I had one real fight, and it was with a heavyweight, which I happened to 

win.  But, anyway, so I had that in-common thing.  If I get angry about something in the 

movie, my character would-- like when I’m talking to the policeman--and I did this thing of 

making a fist, you know?  And did this thing? And Lynch saw that and so he rearranged his 

camera so that the arm started getting close like this.  He did it with the fist, because this is 

what Bushnell did when he got angry about something, you know?  Without knowing, he 

made a fist.   

COLLINGS:  So we’ve talked about the films that are most significant in terms of your 

philosophy of pacifism and weapons of mass instruction.  Is there work that has just been fun 

for you that has –  

[01:30:34] 

MURRAY: Oh, yeah.  When you say, “Gosh, you know, one of the comedies that I did that 

was such fun was Happy Birthday, Wanda June.  Kurt Vonnegut.  And that was amazing 

because it was a comedy but, also very, very much of a social commentary.   

COLLINGS:  Oh, yes.  He’s a very socially acerbic writer.  
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MURRAY: Yes.  So just like Pacino, who says, in The Godfather about being in the gang,   

“They won’t let me out!”  I tried to do a frivolous film, but they won’t let me out! They just 

keep having social consequences!  That was a funny character.  And it was funny because 

Mark Robson, who was a great director--he directed Peyton Place of course, and directed my 

favorite fight film, The Champion, with Kirk Douglas--he was the director, and he called me 

in and he said, “Don, I’d love you to be in my movie but it’s a comedy.”  He said, “I don’t 

know, I think of you as a dramatic actor.”  I said, “Oh, okay. Well, let’s think about this.”  So 

I went home, and [the character] was a vacuum cleaner salesman.  I found an old rusty 

vacuum cleaner in my cellar.  And I took it in, and I knocked on the door, and I went around 

and put it on Robson’s desk.  And I sold him the vacuum cleaner.  And he started laughing, 

and then his partner was laughing.  They were both laughing like crazy.  “Okay, okay, you got 

the part, you can do comedy.”   

COLLINGS:  So it sounds like you drew on your experience with the refugees for 

some of your work.  But some of your other work, which is lighter, where do you get the 

inspiration for that work? 

MURRAY: From my upbringing, which was in musical comedy.  

COLLINGS:  Oh, sure.  

MURRAY: My dad was with Olsen and Johnson, who were slapstick comics, for ten years.  

So that was my-- And then when I wrote plays in high school competitions.  We had a 

competition between classes.  Part of the competition was a play, and I always wrote 

comedies.  

COLLINGS:  So that’s a very interesting tension.  
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MURRAY: Yes.  I assume it was because my wife, Elizabeth--  I left movies in 1973, and I 

went back to Broadway.  And I had a very great success there with a play called Norman 

Conquests, which was three plays, you played with the same characters on three different 

nights.  At the same time I was doing that, I was doing The Crucible, at the American 

Shakespeare Theatre.  So I was in four plays at once.  And then I was in The Same Time Next 

Year, I played that for a year -- I did that with four different leading ladies.  The last one was 

Hope Lange, my former wife.  We did that together.  And that was successful, but, Elizabeth, 

who I call Betty, said, “You know, I don’t mind living in reality, but I’m tired of wallowing in 

it.”  She said, “I want to go to back to Tinseltown but I don’t want to live there.”   

I said, “Where do you want to live?” She said, “In Santa Barbara.” I said, “Why in Santa 

Barbara?”  She said, “I think it’s beautiful, I’d like to live in Santa Barbara.” So I said, “Well, 

I’m on Broadway, no matter where we live, I’m doing things somewhere else, so we should 

live where you want to live.  You want to live in Santa Barbara?  We’ll live in Santa 

Barbara.” So she came back  to the West Coast, and she called me while I was still on 

Broadway and said, “I found two houses.  One we can afford and one we can’t.” I said, 

“Which is the better buy?” She said, “The one we can’t afford.”  And I said, “Well, buy that 

one.”  So we bought that, but I was still on Broadway, so she went to my business manager, 

named David Cohen, who was very helpful to my career.  And she had a photograph of me.  

She held it in front of her face, walked into his office, and said, “Do you remember me? I’m a 

movie actor!  I want to get back in movies.”   

[01:35:49] 
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He laughed, and he called a guy, who I think was a distant cousin of his, named Larry Kubek, 

and he said, “Let’s get Don back in movies.”  And they were casting Knots Landing at the 

time.   

And they called David Jacob, the producer.  And he said, “Oh my God, I would love 

to have him in the series.  I wanted to do a series of The Hoodlum Priest because I loved The 

Hoodlum Priest. “So they offered me one of the leads in Knots Landing and that’s how I got 

back into movies, but in television.  And that’s really Betty’s ingenuity, doing that.  

COLLINGS:  And why did you decide that Knots Landing was suitable according to 

your criteria? 

MURRAY: It was just ordinary people.  And it’s situations that families get into, really like 

real life.  I said, “I don’t think it’s going to be a success!  But it’s so interesting the dialogue is 

so real and the characters are so real.”  I was totally surprised by its success.  I didn’t expect 

it.  

COLLINGS:  And it was.  

MURRAY: And it was, yeah.  And then after two and a half years, I wanted to do my own 

series, which I had written about a family, a musical family, and I wanted to use the music of 

my own family, because my daughter, Colleen, was a beautiful singer, and my middle son, 

Betty’s son, Sean, he’s a movie composer.  Very successful.  He just goes from one movie to 

another.  He’s the only one I’ve known in any art form that has never done anything for a 

living except his art form. He sold his first music to television at fifteen.  Scored his first 

feature film at nineteen.  And he’s never been out of work since.  Now, when he was doing 
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the music for the game show, Call of Duty, he was sharing the musical writing with Hans 

Zimmer.   

COLLINGS:  Doing it for the game?  

MURRAY: For the game, yeah.  So, he and Hans Zimmer were doing it for four years, they 

shared it.  And then my younger son, Michael, is-- Well, he’s an amazing guy.  He’s a 

fabulous singer.  And he’s a very, very good actor and comedian. And my son, Christopher, 

who’s Hope’s son, and he’s an actor too.  And he was in, as a matter of fact, Twin Peaks.  But, 

anyway, I wanted to use my three children, use their music, and I loved to sing.  I loved doing 

musicals.  I, as a matter of fact, I was doing the musical Chicago, when I was cast in Knots 

Landing.  And so, I said, “This is what I wanted to do.”  And CBS actually bought the script 

called “City Lights, Country Road.”  But I thought I had to leave Knots Landing in order to do 

it-- I had to leave my show to do it.  So I asked to be written out of my show, you know?  And 

they resisted at first.  But then when I told Jacobs I wanted to do this series with him, and so 

on, they finally let me go.  And CBS bought my series and we were set to go, but they decided 

not to film it.  And the reason they gave was, it was an hour comedy; there was no precedent, 

for an hour comedy.  Of course it never occurred to me to make it a half-hour comedy.  But, 

anyway, that’s why I left Knots Landing. 

[01:40:17] 

COLLINGS:  Now, I heard on a radio interview that you have recently completed a 

book project?  

MURRAY: I have completed a book. And my son, Michael, who’s a terrific writer, he wrote 

a masterpiece of a book based on his treasure dive as a scuba diver on the largest treasure ever 
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sunk in the Spanish Main, off the coast of Ecuador.  He was a diver on that and he wrote this 

epic book about it.  And he’s editing my book.  

COLLINGS:  Wonderful.  And just very briefly, as we wrap up then, what does the 

book encompass?  

MURRAY: Well, it’s actually a book about Marilyn and me.  And it deals with both of our 

lives equally.  And I call it a dramatization, rather than biography, because what I do is I take 

the characters, I know where they were at what time, and I knew the nature of what was going 

on in their lives and the nature and the relationship, so I created scenes that were not actually 

anything that was ever recorded, but were the scenes that, I think, what Marilyn would have 

said, and what Arthur Miller would have said, and their relationships and so on.  I created 

those scenes.  And then I used real scenes from my own life.  And it starts with me on the boat 

going to Europe for Brethren Service, and at the same time that she’s quitting her contract 

with Fox.  And it goes back and forth between our lives.  And so that’s about both of us.  

COLLINGS:  Yes.  And it sounds like there’s probably a great deal of contrast if 

you’re talking about your time in Europe and contrasting it with –  

MURRAY: Yes, very much so.  And it deals with my life before I met Marilyn, then making 

the movie with her, and my life as a result of being with Marilyn.  And it starts with my going 

to Europe and it ends with her death, and where I was at the time of her death.   

COLLINGS:  And why did you choose to write about Marilyn? 

MURRAY: Because she had such an important influence on my life-- And the most 

important part of the book is, of course, creating the refugee project.  Although, I think the 

most entertaining scenes would probably be the movie scenes.  Because I have entertaining 
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things that actually happened, like I was the one that brought Richard Harris to the United 

States. As I was doing a TV show and I was in Shake Hands with the Devil.  He did a small 

part in that.  And they had the part of an Australian soldier, and I brought Harris’s picture 

with me for the T.V. show of “ The Hasty Heart.”  And I said, “Hire this guy for the 

Australian.  He’s fabulous.”  They said, “He obviously has a great face, let’s get him in.”  I 

said, “You can’t get him in until you hire him.”  They said, “We can’t hire someone, you 

know, that’s crazy!  We have casting directors.  We have agency people.  We have the 

network people.  We have our production -- we’re not going to hire someone we can’t even 

see.” And I said, “Okay, I’ll tell you what.”  I said, “You fly him over here and you audition 

him.  If you don’t hire him, I’ll reimburse you for his fare.” 

COLLINGS:  Wow.  You were confident!  

MURRAY: Yeah.  And they did.  And then they saw him and read him, and “Oh, my God,” 

they said, “Thank you!  He is great!”  And that started his career in America.  That’s one of 

the interesting show business scenes in my book.  

COLLINGS:  Absolutely.  

MURRAY: There are interesting scenes with James Cagney and with the real priest, the 

hoodlum priest, who I call ninety percent hoodlum, ten percent priest.  

COLLINGS:  Did your relationship with him continue after making the film? 

MURRAY: It did, unfortunately, when he joined a lawsuit against me.  

COLLINGS:  Why?  
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MURRAY: There was someone who was claiming that the movie was their idea, which it 

wasn’t.  I met the priest when he came and talked to me at the screening of Shake Hands With 

the Devil.   It was the priest’s idea, nobody else’s.  But Father Clark wanted to do the 

premiere in the prison.  And we had a premiere set for St. Louis, and for the benefit of the 

halfway house Father Clark wanted.  And we were going to raise a lot of money for him.  But 

he said, “No,” I want to show it in the prison.” I said “We’ll show it in the prison right after 

the premiere.” He said, “No, I told the guys -- I told the guys at the ‘Jeff City can, they’d see 

it first.” 

COLLINGS:  Jeff City can.   

MURRAY: The prison in Jefferson City, Missouri. He said, “You can do the premiere in the 

theater after I do that.”  I said, “No, then it won’t be a premiere, Father.  Premiere means first.  

And all the money from that premiere’s going to go to your halfway house.”  So, he got mad 

at us.  And even though the film had enabled him to build a halfway house, and then 

encouraged 75 other halfway houses in the United States and Canada. He still got up and 

testified against us at the trial.   

COLLINGS:  Oh really? 

MURRAY:  We won the case, but it cost us more than my salary for the film to defend 

ourselves. Afterwards, we talked to the head of the jury, and I said, “What was going on?”  

And he said, “Well, you know, the majority of the jury is Catholic.”  

[01:47:12] 

 “You know, you testified against a priest.”  And I said, “Why did you vote for us?”  And he 

said, “Well, when he was on the stand, we decided he was just really confused and he didn’t 
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really understand what was happening so we couldn’t trust his testimony.  Not that he was 

deliberately lying but we just thought he wasn’t thinking straight.  So that’s why we went in 

your favor.”  

COLLINGS:  That’s an interesting backstory.  Well, I’ll look forward to the book then. 

MURRAY: Yeah. (Added by interviewee:  I was asked to write a book by Random House 

years ago, but I’m not sure if they’ll still want it now.) 

COLLINGS:  It sounds like there will be a lot of interesting stories.  

MURRAY: I think there will, yeah.   

COLLINGS:  Is there anything that you would like to add as we wrap up?  

MURRAY: I think just to say that when I look at my life, of course the most important thing 

that I’ve created is five very, very interesting and constructive people.  With two wonderful 

wives.  Hope Lange and Elizabeth Johnson.  Elizabeth was one of the top models when I met 

her.  Oh, this is a true story.   

COLLINGS:  Oh, good. 

MURRAY: I picked her out of a magazine.  

COLLINGS:  Oh no!  How did that happen?   

MURRAY: I was getting divorced from Hope, and I was very unhappy about it.  And we 

were in pre-production for The Hoodlum Priest, and Walter Wood, the head of the advertising 

agency, who was my producing partner, came in one day and he dropped a bunch of fashion 

magazines in my lap.  He said, “Don,” he said, “don’t be morose.  The world is full of 
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beautiful women and I know most of them.”  He said, “Pick out any you like and I’ll get you 

an introduction.”   

So, I just laughed and took it as a game.  And I picked out three blondes, two brunettes 

and a redhead.  I showed the first blonde to Walter.  He said, “Oh yeah, that’s Betty Johnson.”  

He said, “You’ll get a great test.  That’s my wife’s best friend.”  And I picked out the second 

one and he said, “Oh, that’s Monique Chevalier.  She’s German but she’s married to a 

Frenchman.”  And then two brunettes, I said, “this one and this one.”   Anyway, five of the six 

girls were Betty.  I thought they were five different girls.  

COLLINGS:  Oh, my goodness! 

MURRAY: Yeah, the only one that wasn’t was Monique Chevalier.  The two other blondes 

were Betty and I didn’t -- one was a profile and the other -- a redhead, she dyed her hair, and a 

couple of brunettes.  She was in different poses, and I thought it was a different person.  And, 

well, five out of the six were Betty.  And she came out to visit Cindy on her vacation and we 

fell in love.  And we ended up getting married in Germany. 

COLLINGS:  While you were –  

MURRAY: While I was doing Escape from East Berlin. 

COLLINGS:  Ah, yes. 

MURRAY: About the first people that dug under the Berlin Wall.  

COLLINGS:  Yes.  How did you get involved in that project?  

[01:50:41] 
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MURRAY: Well, again, you know, it was a socially significant project.  And that was 

produced by my partner Walter Wood. I didn’t produce it.  I just acted in it.   

COLLINGS:  And does your family share your interest in social causes? 

MURRAY: Oh, yes.  Hope did, but Elizabeth, Betty, even more so.  Even though she had 

three children of her own, she took in two children that were being abused.  They didn’t stay 

overnight -- they went back to their homes.  But she took care of them, beside her other 

children of her own during the day.   

She went and baked whole meals for poor people on Thanksgiving, and she went to 

this woman’s house that was absolutely filthy. The woman was a teacher – a  doctorate, 

actually,  but she could not clean a house.  She went in there and she cleaned that house for 

her.  And she had 40 paper bags of trash.  And while she’s cleaning, this guy was asleep in the 

house and he said, “I’m Tolstoy’s great grand-nephew.”  And she said, “Yeah, sure,” you 

know?  But then she read in the paper, he actually was!  

COLLINGS:  Oh, my gosh!   

MURRAY: Anyway, she did that so she’s really got a very strong social conscience.  

COLLINGS:  Yes, indeed. 

MURRAY: And she was offered a film contract herself and Otto Preminger had her play the 

part of a very high-class, sophisticated prostitute who is seen leaving Peter Lawford’s room in 

Advise and Consent.  Preminger wanted her to sign a contract, but she wouldn’t do that.  First, 

she refused and he said, “Why do you not want to do the movie?”  She said, “Because you 
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yell at your actors.”  He said, “I don’t yell at the actors.  I just yell at the crew.”  And I said, 

“Sure, like Henry Fonda, the chief grip.” 

COLLINGS:  Henry Fonda.  

MURRAY: Then Alan Pakula, the great director of All the President’s Men, gave her a nice 

speaking part in Klute.  She plays the wife in the beginning.  And then he gave her a small 

part in the Parallax View, a difficult acting part, because the husband gets shot and she has to 

get hysterical.  And she did it,and they printed the first take.  And then she was offered movie 

contracts, but she didn’t want to become an actress.  She wanted to be what she is, a mother 

and grandmother.  

COLLINGS:   Shall we leave it there then? 

MURRAY: Okay.  Very good.  


